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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A good teacher has clearly in mind the objectives to be obtained
by the pupils.

The teaching method or procedure of obtaining these ob-

jectives determines the success or failure of the teacher.

A teacher of

mathematics needs more than a blackboard, a piece of chalk, and a string
to draw circles.

A teacher must create or stimulate interest and effort,

raise questions to be answered by the students, and guide students in
establishing good study habits.

Various techniques are used by good

teachers to make teaching more effective.

This includes the use of

films, models, manipulative devices, naturally the blackboard, and the
bulletin board.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold.

The £irst purpose is to

show a collection, not by a:rry means complete; of supplementary aids;
secondly, to discuss psychology behind the use of these aids to make
the teaching of mathematics more effective.
One of the first concepts a child learns
is the concept of the counting
one, two, and three.

numbers~

~ertaining

to mathematics

He first learns 1-rords such as

These words are associated with concrete objects.

Then, follows the association of one object, the word one, and the symbol 1.

Thus, his concept grows from the concrete object to abstract

numbers.
Supplementary aids can be used to enrichen this pattern of learning.

CHAPTER II
THE USE OF VTSUAL .II.IDS IN THE CIASSROO}!
The use of educational films in the classroom is increasing daily,
but few good mathematics

fiL~s

are available.

One reason for this is

that it is not fully appreciated how films may be put to use in the
mathematics classroom.

At the present t:irae some people have never seen

a film used in a mathematics classroom.

However, some ve-rry good

fiL~s

have been shown by an educational television station in Chicago.

The

subjects of the films were beginning geometry and beginning algebra.
Each

fiL~

was thirty minutes long.

The purpose of the film on geometrJ was primarily one of moti vation.

This was done by showing how the Egyptains of ancient times used

their knowledge of geo;irntr-.r for surveying.

'I'heir taxes were calculated

according to the area of the farmers' fields.

The fanner and tax col-

lector surveyed the fields for the calculation data.

However, near the

end of the film, projective geometry was introduced.
The distortion of a figure hy methods used to change a spherical
figure to a flat figure was shown.

Then, it showed how the spherical

figure could be projected to a flat surface.

The method used was to

put a clear plastic hemisphere, with a figure drawn on it, between a
screen and a light which gave off parellel light rays.

The resulting

shadow on the screen was the projection of the spherical figure to a
flat surface.

This part of the film gave a basis for conceptional

3

thinking and stimulated further investigation of projective geometry.

A second film was on beginning aleebra. A literal number was not
used at first.

The space for a mmiber W?.s reserved by a closed figure.

For example, the equation 3 ~ x

=7

was written 3

+O:

7.

The prob-

lem was to put in the rectan31e the number which made this a correct
statement •
.A.s the program advanced the literal number was introduced.

Then,

followed a discussion of conditional and identity equations.
To justi.f.r the use of these

fil.~s

in a classroom let us briefly,

in compact form, discl1ss the requirements a good film should fulfill.
1.

Supply cor..crete basis for conceptual thinking.

2.

Have a high degree of interest for students.

J. Make learning more permanent.
4. Offer experiences which stinulate self-activity.
5. Develop a contj_nuity of thought.
6.

Contribute to the growth a.rrl development of the
desired concepts.

7. Provide experiences not easily obtained. in the
classroom.

1

If visual aids have been selected as the medium to en:".'ichen the
learning experience, the teacher should utilize the following techniqu.e in us:i.ng these aids to the best advantage.

itself naturally into three stages:

This technique divides

the preparation, the presentat:i.on,

1 Dale, Edgar, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching.
New York,

1954,

p.

65.

DF.rden Press,

4
c:."':ld the follow-up.
"'The Teacher's Prepardion. The teacher must co~-:sid3r
these steps in preparing to use visual aids: (a) Familiarize hL':lsclf with the conte1:.t of tre visual material.
(b) Decide upon the purpose or purposes in using the aid,
e.g., introducing th"~ unit, r:lirect teaching, SUJ'l~:'arizL'"lg
or reviewing, enridm:.e::-1t, or appreciation. (c) Decide at
what point or points j_r the unit to use the aid. (c,) Detenr.ine what the students should look for du~'.·ing the showing of the material.
11 The

Presentation.

Tbe presentation may be r;10ttvated

by one or more de':rkes sucb e,s these: (a) :y deYeloping the
need for it; ( b) By taking advantage of the interest or

i;ri::vivJ.s Experie:1ce of the students; ( c) B"J :;dvance assii;n-

ments ·-~, indivlcJuc.l, group, or class -- based upon what is
to be used.
"The Follow-up. The discussion of the visual aid
material should be starteC:. as soon as possible after the
presentation is completed, pr3fGrc:;,bly the se.me day, and
the discussion should be based apon the points whid~ the
students were to concentrate their attention. At the
same t:iJne it ''r.Ul be possib1e to answer questions arising
from the discussion and to elii:1inate any erroneous impressions created d11:ring the presentation. u2
To avoid disturb.::mces a.t t!1e time the fiJ.r.: is shoim the teacher
should_ be able to answer yes to the following:

1.

Has the fil:;1 been rewound?

2.

Does the operator lmoi:,r how to operate thr projector?

J.

Have arranf~ernents been m2de for the darkening of the
room?

!,
...,.

Is ~he se.;1t.ing arro.ngernent a desiral)le or1e for c.11

students to "lliew the

n~m?

21Jational Council of Teachers of IIathematics, Multi-Sensory Aids
in the 'l'ea,ching of Ifathomattcs, 3ig}1teenth Year'oook, Teachers College
Columbia University, New York, 1945.
'

5
Suggestions for desirable seating

arra~:i:;ernents

are shovm in

?

Figures 1 and 2 • ..J
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3DalE:, Edgar, Audio \"isual Methods in Teach.ing.
1954, pp. 222-223.
-·-

New Yol'k,

Dryden Press,

CHAPTER III
CLASSROOi-1 T-10DELS ATID HANIPULATIVE DEVICES
A student's curiosity ani w1.llingness to lca..."T. aspects of new concepts may be aroused by objects which he can handle.

The use of moving

apparatus or models a.s well as visual diagrams and verbal explanations
attract and retain more attention and show relationships more clear:cy
than do static displflys.

This equipment may be commercial or they can

be made either by the student or the tea.cher.

Some models perhaps

should be constructed by every student in the class.
not be expensive or elaborate.

These models need

To become a modeL"naker all yov. need is

to have an accu.nrulation of odds and ends, enthusiasm, and ingenuity.

A collection of models can be built over a short period of time by
keeping good models which the students have voluntarily made and donated.
The collect.ion will probabzy become better as t:iJne goes by for two
reasons.

The teacher profits from past

classroo~

experiences and each

new class will try to surpass the work of the previous groups.

The selection of models to be used in the classroom is very important.

Each model should have a specific use or it is a waste of

time, energy, and space.

The following is one set of criteria which

has been set up for the evaluation of the use of models.
1.

Is the model necessary or can you make use of the
orginnl?

2.

Could some other device portray the idea r.iore
effectively?

7
3.

Is the :idea appropriate for representation in a
model?

4.

(Is it too elomentar.y?

Too complicated?)

Is each part of the model mane to the same scale?
(If human figures are included, are they of

proportionate size?)

5. Are

the important details of construction correct?

6. Could wrong :iJnpressions of size, color, and shape
result from usiI16 this model?

7.

::Joes the model oversimplify the idea?

e.

If it is workable, will it stand up under frequent

use?

9.

If it is to be made by students, is the model likely
to be worth the time, effort, and money involved?

10.

If it is purch2.sed, will the :nodel

'.Je used often

enough to justify its cost?
ll.

Will the model act as a stimulant to further learning?4

If the material you wjsh to present meets these requirements, then

it is well worth all that you have put into the project.
The models should
them.

ce placed where the students can see

and handle

If they are stored between uses, then they should be easily a,cces-

sible to the

te~cher.

If at all possible, they should be placed where

the students can see them in advance of the need so that their curiosity
is aroused.

4Dale, Edgar, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching.
1954, pp. 121-122.
-

New York,

Dryden Press,

8
Following are instructions on constructing a few models and some
suggestions on how they may be put to use effectively.
Plaster of Paris Models

I
/

J_ -

/

/

Sometimes commercial models of geometric solids are expensive.
A teacher or student may make the models inexpensively with homemade
c
melds and plaster of Paris.~ The melds may be made of cardboard or
paper and put together with glue or masking tape.
A pasteboard tube may be used for a right cylinder.
cups can be used for a cone or frustum of a cone.

Conical paper

A small box can be

used to make a rectangular prism.
The mixture of plaster of Paris is made by mi..xing two parts of
plaster of Paris with one part water.
hour.

Let this mixture set for one

Then add enough sand to make a soft plastic like substance.
To make models more durable, wire may be used to re-enforce the

vertices before pouring in the plaster of Paris mixture.
may be sanced and painted.

The models

However, a period of one week should elapse

between pouring and painting.

5Berger, Dnil J., 11 Casting Geometric Solids In Plaster-of-Paris",
The Mathematics Teacher, 43:392, May, 1955.
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Area of A Circle Device

Figure 4

Figure 3

Figu:re

5

To discover the area of a circle draw a circle of any size and
divide it into equal triangles, whose bases are part of the circumference of the circle. 6 The other two sides then will be equal to the radius
of the circle.

For convenience, Figure 3 shows six such equal triangles.

If you place the triangles as shown in Figure
has the general shape of a parallelogram.

4,

you can easily see it

Half of the triangles have

their bases on top, the other half have their bases on the bottom.

By

dividing the circle into more and more equal triangles and placing them
as before, the parallelogram approaches ncre and more nearly the figure
of a rectangle.

The length of the rectangle will be one-half the cir-

cumference of the circle.

The height will be the radius of the circle.

Noting, the length as ~c and the radius as R, we can find the area of
the li.11iting rectangle to be ~c times R.

The students should have pre-

viously studied that the circumference of a circle is equal to pi times
the diameter, or pi times twice a radius.
formula for the area of a circle.

This can lead to the algebraic

The following shows this algebraical-

ly:

6i1orton, Robert
New York,

1955.

L.,

Making

~ .2f Mathematics,, Silver Burdett,
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A :

tc

A :

"T'T"9" •

A :

-nli2

•

R

R.R

If the students have not studied the circumference of a circle is
equal to pi (3.141592

1)

ti.i'nes twice a radius, this could be shown appro-

ximately with a coin and a piece of string.
the piece

of

string, the circumference

majy" be

By rolling the coin along
found.

Then by dividing

the length of the circumference by the length of a radius, the student
can approxbnately find pi.
A

Model For Visualizing The Pythagorean Theorem
--------------·

-------~---....-l(

Figure 6
A very good deirice 'Which a junior high school student can construct
and manipulate to visualize the Pythagorean theoren is shown above. 7

Pythagorean theorem states; "The square of the hypotenuse of a right
triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides".
For construction, uso a board about one-eighth of an inch thick
and about eight inches square.

Draw a right triangle on it and con-

struct three squares using the sides of the triangle as a side of each

701ander, Clarence, "A Hodel For Visualizin~ The Pythagorean
Theorem". The Mathematics Teacher, 48:331, May, 195.5.

The

11

squ.are.

Then, cut out the squares and round off the vertices of the tri-

anele which contain the hypotenuse.

Now, glue the 8 inch square board

to another 8 inch square board and replace the triangle.
sires, the squared depressions
as red, black, and blue.

If one de-

be painted different colors, such

m~

]'ill the larger square with B'3' s ond cover

the entire board with a clear sheet of plastic.
With this device, the student can discover that the larger square
is equc,l to the s1;m of the other two squares.
that he can subtract

onA

Also, he wi.11 discover

of the smallP-r squares from the larger square

to find the other smaller square.
Fishline arrl Sinkers

I

I t

Figure 7
When studying the polyhedral angles, a 1rery good device to illust::--ate the problem is a si!Tlple cardboard and string model. 8
Take

a-mr
. ...,

piece of cardboard and dre.w O"i.. -lt
- any
..

example, a pontagon is used.

poi~r
......, gon.

In the

Punch ~oles in the cardboard at aJ.l ver-

tices.

Thi:m

pass stri".l;;s, all tied together at one point, into the

holes.

To keep the strine.s taut, attach weights to the er..ds of the

strings.
"'2.y varying the hai~ht of the knot several different size pyramids

8Pereer, Erlil, "Fishline and Sin.kerf:'"•
October, 19.55.

?1athematics Teacher, 48:408,

12
m<Jy be formed.

With variPtion as to the height the stri.nc;s arc held,

different P'Jranids may 1:e formed.
of the

theore1~1

Thj_s device is a goocl ilL.:.stration

that thP sum of the face an;les of a polyhedral angle is

;:;reater than 0 degrees cmd le::s than 360 degrees.

Drawing A Co-o!'.".Jj '13.te Axis With L :rotched stick

Figure

o_/\__ ,.A__ / \ _ / \ __/\.-'
Figure 9

B

A quick and e±'fective :i1ethod. of drawing a co-ordinate axis with or
Hithout the use of semi-perrr:an0nt chnlk, is with a notched stick.9 This
method is both quick and uniform.
To cons t.ruct th:i.s notched ::tick, a ruler thirtJr inches long may be
used.

One of the edges of the ruler is planed.

Then, this edge is

notched every· two :ir>ches.
To mke the co-o!'dl.nate points, simply run the chalk over the pl::tned

ed[;e a.nd not chef;.

Thus, the co-ordinri.te axis may be construc+..:;d uni-

formly without being t'imo co:r.sumi:ng;.

The Fold:tns I"iuler

~

t:l

.

.

'

Figure 10

9Hays.rd, William J., 11 Drawing Co-ordinate Axis With A Notche<i. Stick",
'Mathematics Teacher, h8: 552-553, :Cecember, 19 55.
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A folding ruler, used in connection with or without the peg board,
is a very good device for teaching the «11eaning of the perimeter of a
figure. 10 The ruler can sometimGs be folded so as to form the outline
of a figu:ro.

It also keeps the cu.rr11lati ~re sum of all sections used.
Demonstration Boaro

·.z·
...

1·-~1

~

Figure 11
A peg board, as used in the industrial shop, cen bP. obtained at
~l

11 l'f'h.
, price.
.
reasonab,_e
..•is t,ype o...f' b oar d cou ld b e puv~ t o a very good

use

~J

the mathematics teacher.

With a few pegs and elastic string, he

ean show how an angle is formed by rotating one piece of a doubled
string.

By placing pegs in different holes and connectine the pegs

'With string, any polygon can be fonned rapidly.
polygons can be visualized also.

The area of different

Other uses include the forming of

parallel lines, illustrating Yectors, and

de~nonstrating

the graphic

solution of simultaneous equations.

lOGibbins, Neil L., 11 Using A Folding Ruler To Teach The Meaning
of Perimeter". Ifathematics Teache!'._, 47 :32, January, 1954.
11Johnson, Donovan, 11 A 1-Iulti-model Danonstration Board".
~1athematics Teacher, 49 :121, February, 1956.

For A Trapezoid

ii.re~ ~evice

[)

I

I

I

x

II

I

I

/

l
-~

A

~,

.A,

\

\
\

Ar

j

\

) !-·----..- - · -

~c-~

E
Figure

This device showE.: how the area of a trapezoid may be discovered.
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To construct this device, take a rectangular board of a convenient
size.

Construct a double set of runners which will slide along the top

and bottom edges of the

to the runners.

boa~d.

A white elastic string is then attached at points A

and D, as shown in the figure.
points B and

Attach two equal braces at right angles

Attach a similar piece of string at

c.

Now, by looking at the model, the students can see that no matter
where the runners are located, a
be formed.

re~tangle

and two right triangles will

Let the lines DE and CF equal h, EF a'J"ld DC equal b, .AE

equal x, and FB equal Y•
Then, we have,
A= area of ADE
A= -~xh
A= ~h

b'

A•

•

1~h
2

bh

of

EFCD area of FBS

~h

x 2b y
x b y
b' ':>

12Berger, Emil,

49:391, May, 195'6.

a~ea

11 .Area

Device For A Trapezoid".

Mathematics Teacher,
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Clj_nometer

Figure 13

Figure

14

The deYice in Figure 13 is to measure vertical migles, angles of
depression, and angles of elevation.

A protractor is mounted on a

boa..."r'<i. l3 Pegs are placed at the ends of the flat edges of the protractor.

A weighted string is attached at the center of the flat edge.

For better accuracy the device may be mounted on a pole.

As the device

is rotated in alining the pegs with the object, the string will form
either the angle of depression or the angle of elevation with the line
fran the center to the ninety degree mark.

To read the angle, the pro-

tractor is marked 0 at the ninety degree mark.

Thus, the measurement

on the protractor is read as so mal1Y degrees to the left or right of
the ::iew 0 me-rk.

C€ometry students can 9rove this angle is equal to the

angle of elevation or depression by the following theorem; ttif two
angles have their sides perpendicular, right side to right side and
left side to left side, the angles are equal. 11
The device in Figure 14 is made with two protractors mounted on a
board with their flat edges together.

A pointer is placed atop the pro-

tractor with a bolt at the center of the circle.

The pointer is adjusted

l3oager, William, 11 Clinometer'1, Functional Mathematics, Book 2,
New York, Charle3 Scribner's Sons, 19~3, p.31.
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such that the points will coincide with the O degree and 180 degree
marks.

Two pegs may be placed on the pointer in line with the 0 de-

gree mark, mid bolt, and 180 degree mark.

'i'his will aid in sighting

the pointer to an object to measure horizontal angles.

To use this

instrument sight at one object, then moving only the pointer, sight to
the second object.

The difference between the two readings will be

the angle formed by the two lines connecting the place of the instrument with the two objects.

To save confusion, it is more convenient

to start with the pointer on one of the 0 degree marks.
These devices may oe used in practical mathematics for field work
in scale drawing.

In connection with trigonometry, they can be used

to find data for indirect measurement by the use of the trigonometric
functions.
A Device For The Teaching of Trigonometry
I

.
0

D

.!
! '

I.
Y' t.'
I J'10 ,,
G

F
G

.I
I

;=:

Gi

C> I 'j v'' ")?
/

Figure 15
F1·~·re 16
o~
Figure 17
Often students are taught the functions of an acute angle as the
ratio of the sides of a right triangle.

They label these sides as the

side opposite the acute angle, the side adjacent to the angle, and the
hypotenuse of the right triangle.

The zero degree and ninety degree

angles are omitted in the masterinr.; of the function of an acute angle.
This often leads the student to difficulty in understanding the function

17
of a general angle.
This device can be used to clarify and re-define the meaning of
the functions of an anr,le with respect to polar coordinates.

l!i

To construct a model of suitable size for the whole class to see,
a three foot square board would be best to use.

As shown in Figure

draw a circle at point O with a radius of one foot.
lar diameters XX' and YY' through the

o.

Draw perpendicu-

Drill a hole at XX 1 Y and Y'

with OX, OX', OY, OY' equal to one foot and ten inches.
wide boards with holes drilled at points

15,

x•, o, X, Y', E,

Four one inch
and Fas shown

in Figure 16 will be needed.
!fount the one inch boards on the square such that the holes marked

with the same letter will coincide.
in Figure 17.

The result will look like the model

The sections OX' and FG and OY' may be painted red to

show the negati7P. value of the sides of the triangles fon:ned.
the boards can be moved at points

o, F, E,

Make sure

and D.

To introduce this device in the classroom, it may be desirable to
cover with paper all but the upper right section.

This aids the students

in concentrating on a review of what they already know.

Review at least

the following trigonometry functions and write them on the chalkboard
as in f ignre 18 •
SL"1 0

FG
-- O'F"

Cos 0 = .QQ_
OF
Tan 0: FG

'CCI"

Figure 18

Ordinate
Distance
Cos 0
ABSCISSA
Distance
Tan 0
Ordinate
ABSCISSA
Figure 19
Sin 0

=

--

J11AnniP.g, Nonnan, "A Device For the Teaching of Trigonometry",
!Iathematics Teacher, 25:729, October, 1929.
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Remove the

~.per,

and ask the students if the dia.'Tl.eters remind

them of anything they have studied.

The answer should be the diameters

arc like the X and Y axis of graphs.

Hext, ask if FG and OG have a."1.y

mea;:1ing with relation to graphs.

The answer should be FG is the ordin-

ate of F and OG is the abscissa of F.

Now point out that OF is the dis-

tance that point F is .fro:11 the origin.

This leads to a re-defining of

the functions of an angle a.s shown in figure 19.
Move OF so it will be in the second quadrant.
of angle 0 with respect to the new definition.

Discuss the function

This leads to the new

term reference anr,le, which is the angle formed by OF and OG.

Point

out the reference angle has the same fu.."1ctioncil Yalues as the general
angle.
Dy

of the

rotating the r:iovable po.rts, one may illustrate how the values
~~nctions

of an angle change as the size of the angle changes.
Conic Sections

~.
~
Figure 20
Elaborate nodels for illustrating conic sections may be bought

corn.iner cially.

However, a ·v-ery stmple and easily manipula.ted model may

be made from a class cone. 15The cone is partially fi.lled with water and

15carna.."1an, Walter H., "Illustrating the Conic Sectionsn.
45:313-31.Ji, April, 194.5.

Science~ Mathematics,

School

19
sealed at the top.
axis of the cone.

A wire may be inserted in the cone to show the
Hy rotatinv the cone, the surface of the water will

illustrate any desired conic section.
Suppose that the desired conic section is to be made by a plane
passing through a cone at right angles to the axis of the cone.

By

rotating the cone, the surface of the water will illustrate any desired
conic section.
Suppose that the desired conic section is to be made by a plane
passing through a cone at right angles to the axis of the cone.
illustrate this section, simply hold the cone with its tip up.

To
On the

other hand, if the plane is oblique to the axis, tip the cone a little
to one side.

If a frustum of a cone is being studied, the part of the

cone filled with water is tho i'rustum.

To illustrate the section made

when a plane is passed through the cone parallel to the axis, hold the
cone so that the tip will be directly to the right or left of the base
of the cone.

CHAPi'ER IV
PUHPOSE OP THE CHALKBOAHD

About 400 years ago some sort of classroom wall space was avail16This was proba.bzy the forerunner of th
, 1 e f or not.ing iaeas.
.,
ao
, e s 1 a t·e

blackboard.

Today the [;late has given away to a green cmnposttion

type board.

Thus, the term blackboard and the green chalkboard have

becor.ie interchangeable na.mes.
Nainfy, one has sec::i the chalkboard. used for practice and demon-

stration.

Other uses teachers have made of the chalkboard a.rG (1)

for a temporary bulletin board, ( 2) as a data recording place, (3)
for tl~e visa<::.lization of obj octs and ideas, ( 4) as a space for making

assignments.
If one visits a general mathematics, beginning algebra, geometrtJ,
sol~d

geometry, or trigonomet!"'J class he sees a variety of methods

for using the chalkboard.

In general

used to clarify for the students a

~athematics,

compl~cated

the chalkboard is

mathematical process;

in algebra it is used to show how equations are solved.

A large cross

sect:i.on board is often put on the chalkboard for the teaching of graphs.
In geometr-J chalkboards are used for sup:;rvised practice.

For example,

students work at the chalkboard constructing an anzle equal to another
angle with compass and a straight edge.

16Dale, Edgar, Audio Visual "Methods in Teaching, Dryden Press,
New York, 1954, p. 310.
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In cur crowded schools cf toda:r

many

author has been in just such a situation.

of us share clc.ssroans.

The

Arrangements were made with

his room partner to always leave the chalkboard clean.

This insured that

the chalkboard would not be cluttered up with r-~evlous work when needed.
This is one of the important criteria of good usage of the chalkboard.
Other suggestions for the use of the chalkboard are (1) make markings
on the board large enough for everyone to see, (2) do not cover up the
material after i.t has been placed on the board, (3) do not waste classtL'Tle putting mater:'..al on the board that is complicated and involved in
drawing, (4) prepare the board in advance if possible, (5) forms that
are used regule.rly may be pe..inted or scored on the boara. 17
Hoban, Hoban, and Zisman summarized the purpose of the chalkboard
to be primariJy:
1.

To illustrate facts, ideas, and processes, often
with the help of drawings, sketches, maps, diagrams, and other visual symbols;

2.

To provide an efficient medium for student demonstration and practice;

3. To present important facts and principles, such
as new words, terms, rules, definitions, key words
to ir.lportant ideas, outlines, surrJlllaries, classifications;

4.

To display a wide variety of materials, ranging
from daily assignments, questions, and examinations
to pupil-achievement records and materials that
might otherwise appear on the bulletin board.15

l7Dale, Edgar, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching 2 Dryden Press,
New York, 19c::u, p. 3ili.
18 C. F. Hoban, c. F. Hoban, Jr., and s. B. Zisman, Visualizing
the Curriculum, Dryden Press, New York, 1937, pp. 251-252.

CHAPTER V
A r·U..THEMATIC.AL BULLE.1'IN BOAJi.D

A few basic principles will guide effective use of the bulletin
board.

The principles include (1) attractiveness, (2) unity, (3) simp-

licity, (4) use of color, (5) arrangement, (6) timeliness, and (7)action. 19
The unity and simplicity may be built around a theme as Mathematics
In~

Home.

holding power.

But, a flat picture of homes tends to lack attention
Dy using a colo:red background of varying shapes and

arrangements, emphasis can be placed on the idea without becoming boring.

A sur~gested

example of an attractive display is shovm in Figure

21.20
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Figure 21
What type of topics could be chosen for bulletin board display?
One

might use the display to (1) create a mathematica.l atmosphere, (2)

introduce new units of study, (3) summarize or review, (4) st:imulate
interest and give recognition, and (5) to enrichen the experience of the
students.

19National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, ~ To Do It Series,
Book #1, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, l~~PP• 4-7.
20Ibid., p. 7.
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The beginning of the school year is an excellent time to
a mathematical atmosphere in your room.
newspapers can 8e used.
o:~ample,

pro~ride

Clippings from magazines and

A variety of subjects may be illustrated.

:ma.thematics in your car, newspaper, or future vacation.

For
Another

topic could be geometry in design.
One bulletin board project can be used to introduce locus.
project is carried on

most~~

by the

~tudents.

This

About one week before

starting the unit, sheets of paper may be placed on the bulletin board.
Near the canter of the first paper represent a point, on the second a
line, and on the third a pair of parallel lines.
The teacher should call the attention of the students to the papers
and suggest that an eyperiment be conducted.

On the papers, we have a

point, line, and parallel lines represfmted.

Each day for a week, let

us place thumbtacks on thf' paper.
assigned to each dews

placin~

Here different students could be

of tacks.

The one and only condition for

this experiment will be that each tack must satisfy a relation whi.ch
the previously placed tacks have with the point, line, and parallel lines.
Here the teacher could place the first tack to insure a desired locus.
Each day the progress could be summarized the first few minutes of
class.

The students could tell in the summary why they placed the tack

where they did.

Thus, at the end of the week the collection of tacks on

each paper could be used in defining locus.
Another project

co~ld summ~xize

a unit such as the formula for the

volu.~e of different solids. One such project may appear as in Figure 22. 21
21 0liver, Robert, "Mathematics Bulletin Board Displaysn.
Mathematj_cs Teacher, 47:~1, February, 19.54.

The
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Figure 22
Below each model flip cci.rcis may
rediscovering the fornmJJ1

A project to

~timulate

the bulleti,., 8oard.
classroom work.

tx

ce

llSed

to guide the students to

'1eanl::-1'."fu.1 hints.

1

st'vcdent i:ic.terest coCJ.ld be handled by using

Students could eY.hibit their test papers or non-

For exa.'i!ple, sorr,e his;h schnc1l stuctents prepare ex-

hibits for contests which can bo adc::.pted for classroom c1isplay.
~

toric to enrichen the program could be the sulJject of topology-.

For example, the mobius 1Jand illustrates a solid with one surface and

one edge.

An attention getting title,

co1.:1d be used.
a hole in it.

!

Donut

And~

CuE

~

The Sane,

In terras of topology thEl'IJ are equi -;a1.ent, a solid ·with

CHAPTER VI
SU~TI.:ARY

St;ident learning is influenced by what he sees, hears, and haridles.
Interest and ::iotivation Rre an inportant stimulus for the best learn::..ng.
Supplementary i:10.t2:rial

c::>r~

::1oti1_rat:::: and create the desLc·e to Jcarn.

These surp1e:'mts are also a direct :nethod of introduc·i.nG or clarifying
c~~rtain

concepts.

~~ach

t;rpc of supplement may have one or

the::;:s closired charactc1ristics.

n:o:i_~e

of

F'ilms can noti vate a.nd st;_r:mlate fur-

ther development of certain topics.

r1:odels

and de7ices int:coC:L;_ce,

clarify, anc motivate the students.
A quotation from the Encyclopedia Britannica helps show the importance of models, ''., "lJy

·:r:~ans

of models, it is possible to illu-

stra.t.e to the practLcal man a conception Hhich may be perfectly clear
to a t:;ifted or trained Da.t.hematical mind. 11
Hodels !11ay also be used in

v~~'11alizin:;

problems such as was shoun

by the conic secticr: ''l::JC1c1.

Deno:1stration is a Fseful technique when co:::-related with the
ch:.:1.lkboard.

Jl..nother use of the snppler,1ents is to enrichen the students knowJc.-:1.:::;e <:s can be done by the 'Julletin board displays of topics not

stac.lied in the cle..ssrooCJ..
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